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Abstract: Railway wheel polygon is a type of uneven wear of material which worsens the running stability of 

trains. As a significant factor influencing the wear, wheel-rail hardness matching (i.e., the hardness ratio HW/HR) 

might affect the formation of wheel polygon. Thus, rolling-sliding wear tests were conducted using three wheel 

steels matching two rail steels to explore the influence of HW/HR (ranging from 0.649 to 1.263) on the initiation 

and evolution of wheel polygon wear. The results show that when matching the softer rail, the wheel was less 

likely to become polygonal with an increase in HW/HR. When matching the harder rail, the wheel presented 

earlier polygon initiation under a moderate HW/HR of 0.792. The largest HW/HR of 1.263 presented the best 

anti-polygon condition for wheel material. The wear mechanism of polygonal wheel was dominated by 

abrasive, fatigue and oxidative wear at the crest and fatigue wear at the trough. 

Keywords: Wheel polygon wear; Hardness ratio; Microstructural deformation; Damage 

1. Introduction 

Wear is inevitable during the service of the wheel-rail system of a railway [1-3]. The wheel 

polygon is one of the common wear forms, which deteriorates the dynamic response of the 

vehicle-track system and accelerates the fatigue failure of its core components [4-10]. In recent 

years, studies have been carried out from the aspect of vehicle-track dynamics to explore the 

formation process and mechanism of wheel polygon wear under various operating conditions. 

However, neither uniform conclusions nor consensus have been reached so far. Therefore, the 

initiation and development mechanism of the wheel polygon wear are still a pending problem in 
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the railway engineering field [11-14].  

It is worth pointing out that, as a type of wear, the wheel polygon is closely related to the 

wheel and rail material properties. Some scholars believe that the formation of the wheel polygon 

is highly affected by the material mechanical properties and the manufacturing process [15], such 

as the roughness and the hardness of wheel tread, the uneven distribution of material 

microstructure and the wheel eccentricity. Nielsen et al. [16,17] proposed that the roughness at 

certain wavelengths of the worn wheel tread increased with the running distance, which could 

enlarge the wheel-rail contact force and make the irregular wear gradually develop into periodic 

wear. Song et al. [18] found that compared with wheels without polygon wear, the hardness of 

the wheels with polygon wear was smaller. Therefore, the wheel with lower hardness was more 

likely to become polygonal and that adjustment of the wheel hardness could be an essential 

method to inhibit the initiation and the development of wheel polygons. Furthermore, Shen et al. 

[19] proposed a rolling strengthening method considering the residual stress and improving the 

hardness on the wheel surface, which could be used to reduce polygon wear. 

In reality, wheels and rails with various hardness are used. However, the influence of 

hardness ratios of wheel and rail materials on the formation of wheel polygon wear is not clear. 

Therefore, rolling-sliding tests were carried out under various wheel-rail hardness ratios (Hw/Hr) 

to explore the initiation and evolution of wheel polygon wear. In particular, for the real time 

detection of the wheel polygon wear development, the wear morphology of the wheel sample is 

observed and the vibration of wheel-rail samples is detected without stopping the test. Then, 

influences of the Hw/Hr on the wheel polygon wear are discussed. Furthermore, the initiation and 

evolution mechanism of wheel polygon wear are explored by means of various macroscopic and 

microscopic examinations. 

2. Experimental details 

2.1 Experimental machine and samples 



 

Tests were conducted on a rolling-sliding wear testing apparatus [20], as shown in Fig. 1a. 

The servo motor drives the lower roller (wheel sample) and upper roller (rail sample). The 

difference of rotational speeds between wheel and rail rollers is obtained through adjusting the 

gear pairs. The vertical force is applied by a spring. A vibration sensor is installed on the bearing 

pedestal of the lower shaft to collect the vibration signal. 

The sampling positions and dimensions of the wheel and rail rollers are shown in Fig. 1b. 

They are taken from the wheel tread and the railhead and machined into the desired size with a 

surface roughness of 0.2 μm. The diameter and thickness of the roller sample are 40 mm and 10 

mm, respectively. Furthermore, to form an elliptic wheel/rail contact, the edge of wheel roller 

was machined into an arc shape with a radius of 14 mm in the axial direction. Besides, the arc 

shape of wheel roller is beneficial for observing the wave shape of wear scar due to the polygon 

wear by using a high-speed camera (Revealer, China). 

To clarify the influence of HW/HR on the formation and evolution of wheel polygon wear, 

six groups of tests were performed using three types of wheel steels (ER8C, B-class and C-class) 

matching two types of rail steels (U71Mn and PG5). The chemical compositions and the hardness 

of materials are listed in Table 1 [21]. And the wheel/rail hardness ratios (HW/HR) of six groups 

are listed in Table 2. 

 
(a) 



 

 

(b) 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams: (a) testing machine; (b) wheel-rail roller samples 

Table 1 Chemical compositions and hardness of wheel and rail materials. 

Component Grade 
Chemical composition (wt%) 

Hardness/HV0.5 
C Si Mn P S 

Wheel 

ER8C 0.54~0.56 0.90~1.10 0.90~1.10 ≤0.01 ≤0.010 279±4 

B-class 0.57~0.67 0.15~1.00 0.60~0.90 0.03 0.005~0.040 327±8 

C-class 0.67~0.77 0.15~1.00 0.60~0.90 0.03 0.005~0.040 360±6 

Rail 
U71Mn 0.65~0.76 0.15~0.58 0.70~1.20 ≤0.03 ≤0.025 289±6 

PG5 0.80~1.00 0.10~0.80 0.40~1.30 ≤0.02 ≤0.020 424±9 

Table 2 Different wheel-rail hardness ratios. 

    Wheel 

Rail 
C-class B-class ER8C 

U71Mn 1.263 1.198 0.976 

PG5 0.853 0.792 0.649 

2.2 Experimental procedure 

The wheel was run under a traction condition in the test owing to fact that serious polygon 

wear is mainly concentrated on the traction wheels [22]. The rotational speeds of wheel and rail 

rollers were 212 r/min and 202.354 r/min, respectively to realize a positive wheel/rail slip ratio 

of 4.55%. A vertical force of 350 N between the wheel and rail rollers was applied to simulate a 

maximum contact stress of 1881 MPa which is common in the field [23]. Furthermore, the 



 

number of cycles in the tests was set at 150,000 cycles. 

Before testing, the rollers were cleaned for 20 minutes using anhydrous ethanol in ultrasonic 

cleaning instrument to ensure that the roller surfaces were free from oil pollution, oxide and other 

contaminants. A Vickers microhardness tester (MVK-H21, Japan) was used to measure the 

surface and subsurface hardness of the rollers. The formation of wheel polygons induces 

vibrations in the wheel-rail system. Therefore, a UXI-50016 dynamic testing system was used to 

monitor the vibration signal during the tests. The formation process of polygon wear was also 

qualitatively observed using a high-speed camera (Revealer, China). After testing, the polygon 

characteristic was measured and analyzed using a wheel out-of-round laser measuring instrument. 

The macroscopic and microscopic observations of polygonal wheel material were performed 

using the optical microscope (KEYENCE VHX-6000, Japan) and scanning electronic 

microscope (SEM) (Phenom Pro, the Netherlands). 

3. Results 

3.1. Polygonal wear behavior 

The out-of-roundness of wheel rollers after the test (150,000 cycles) is shown in Fig. 2. In 

each subgraph, the polygonal profile and the order analysis result calculated through a Hilbert-

Huang transform method [24,25] are given on the left and right sides, respectively. Fig. 3 shows 

the amplitude of the wheel polygon, i.e., the difference between the heights at the crest and trough.  

It can be seen that when rolling against the softer rail (U71Mn rail), the hardest wheel (C-

class wheel, HW/HR: 1.263) presents no polygon wear. The circumferential profile has a regular 

circle shape and the polygon amplitude is 0. As HW/HR decreases to 1.198 (B-class wheel) and 

to 0.976 (ER8C wheel), the circumferential profiles change periodically and the polygon 

amplitude has an increasing trend. Obvious 21st order out-of-round forms on both B-class and 

ER8C wheels. When matching with the harder rail (PG5 rail), the hardest wheel (C-class wheel, 

HW/HR: 0.853) presents a very slight polygon wear with 21st order. As the HW/HR decreases to 



 

0.792 (B-class wheel) and to 0.649 (ER8C wheel), obvious polygon wear with 20th order is 

generated and the polygon amplitudes increase.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 2. Polygonal profiles and orders of wheels when rolling against (a) U71Mn rail and (b) PG5 rail. 

          

(a)                                        (b) 

Fig. 3. Amplitudes of wheel polygons when rolling against (a) U71Mn rail and (b) PG5 rail. 

In order to analyse the evolution process of wheel polygon wear, the topography of wheel 

roller was observed via a high-speed camera and the variation of wheel roller was detected using 

a vibration sensor. When the polygon wear is formed, an excitation frequency could be detected. 

So, the formation and development process of wheel polygon could be labeled by monitoring 

the vibration of wheel-rail rollers in addition to the observation of the high-speed camera photos. 

The vibration is correlated with the polygon order and the rotational speed. In this study, Fourier 

analysis was used to describe the polygon wear of wheel roller with different orders [26]. 



 

Wavelength could be defined as follows: 

λn=2πr/noor, noor=1,2,3,…,n,                       (1) 

where, noor is polygon order, r is the wheel radius. 

When the linear speed is v (m/s), the excitation frequency could be calculated through 

equation (2): 

foor=v/λn                                     (2) 

The relationship between the linear speed and rotational speed n (r/s) is:@ 

v=2πr·n                                     (3) 

So, the relationship between the excitation frequency (foor) and the wheel polygon order 

(noor) can be obtained as follows: 

foor=noor·n                                   (4) 

Figs. 4 and 5 show the photos and the vibration signal with the increase in the number of 

cycles, respectively. When rolling against the softer rail (U71Mn rail), when the hardest wheel 

(C-class wheel) formed no polygon wear during the test, the width of the wear scar increased 

with the number of cycles, and the edge of the worn scar was smooth. Also, no vibration was 

excited. For the softer wheel (B-class wheel), before 120, 000 cycles, the wear scar is even, and 

no vibration was excited. After 120, 000 cycles, uneven wear occured and a vibration frequency 

of 74 Hz was excited. So, the initiation life of the polygon wear is 120, 000 cycles. Meanwhile, 

according to equation (4), the frequency of 74 Hz is the characteristic frequency of 21st order 

wheel polygons, which is consistent with the circumferential profile (Fig. 2). For the softest 

wheel (ER8C wheel), polygon wear was formed after 90,000 cycles. When rolling against the 

harder rail (PG5 rail), very slight polygon wear was observed on the hardest C-class wheel at 

150,000 cycles. For softer (B-class) and the softest (ER8C) wheels, obvious polygon wear forms 

rapidly, at around 30,000 cycles and 60, 000 cycles respectively. 

 



 

 

(a) 

  

(b) 

Fig. 4. Wheel wear scar with cycle number when rolling against (a) U71Mn rail and (b) PG5 rail. 

It has been shown that, both the wheel and rail hardness influence the formation of wheel 

polygon wear. Concerning the influence of wheel hardness, polygon wear is difficult to form on 

the hardest wheel (C-class wheel), i.e., no polygon wear was generated during the test (150, 000 

cycles) when rolling against the softer rail (U71Mn), and only slight polygon wear was generated 

at around 150, 000 cycles when run against the harder rail (PG5). Meanwhile, the polygon 

amplitude is small. For the softer wheels (B-class and ER8C wheels), polygon wear forms more 



 

easily, i.e., initiation lives (the number of cycles when polygon wear initiate on the wheel) are 

shorter and the polygon amplitudes are larger. Concerning the influence of rail hardness, when 

rolling against the harder rail (PG5 rail), the wheel polygon wear forms more easily with smaller 

initiation lives and larger polygon amplitudes. Above all, it can be concluded that the best anti-

polygon wear occurs on the hardest wheel (C-class wheel) rolling against the softer rail (U71Mn). 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 5. Frequency variation of wheel with cycle number when rolling against (a) U71Mn rail and (b) PG5 

rail. 

3.2. Plastic deformation of material 

It is observed in Fig. 6 that obvious plastic deformation layers are formed after the test. The 

original coaxial coarse grains are elongated along the rolling-sliding direction and the 

microstructure near the outermost surface is almost parallel to the worn surface. For the wheel 

without polygon (C-class wheel vs. U71Mn rail), the thickness of plastic deformation layer is 

uniformly distributed along the rolling-sliding direction, and the thickness is in the range of 40-

60 μm. For the B-class and ER8C wheel rollers (with polygon), it is clear that the thickness of 



 

plastic deformation layer is unevenly distributed. The plastic deformation layer at the crest is 

thicker than that at the trough.  

   

(a) 

   

(b) 

Fig. 6. Plastic deformation of wheel when rolling against (a) U71Mn rail and (b) PG5 rail. 

The hardness was also measured on the cross sections of wheel rollers at different depths: 

20, 50, 80, 110, 140 and 170 μm. Fig. 7a shows the subsurface hardness distribution of the C-

class wheel (without polygon). It is obvious that the highest hardness appears at the outmost 

surface. With an increase in the depth, the hardness decreases. Furthermore, the hardness values 

are similar at the same depth. It is observed in Fig. 7b that the subsurface hardness of the 

polygonal wheel varies periodically in the rolling-sliding direction. Compared with the surface 

profile, it can be found that the change in the trend of hardness is opposite to that of the surface 

profile, i.e., the hardness is lower at the crest region, but higher at the trough region. Furthermore, 

the opposite relationship is obtained between the hardness and the plastic deformation layer 

thickness, i.e., the higher hardness and thinner plastic deformation layer occur at the trough. The 

reason might be that the compacting action at the trough between the wheel and rail increased 

the working hardening, and then the plastic flow of the hardened material is lighted.  



 

   

(a)                                         (b) 

Fig. 7. Hardness distribution: (a) wheel without polygon (C-class wheel vs. U71Mn rail); (b) polygonal 

wheel (ER8C wheel vs. PG5 rail). 

3.3. Damage behavior 

Fig. 8 shows the damage morphologies of the wheel roller without polygon (i.e., C-class 

wheel vs. U71Mn rail). It can be seen that a third layer (gray in the OM and dark in the SEM) is 

formed on the surface. This layer is an oxidation layer which might be derived from the wear 

debris [27]. From the cross section, the microstructure of wheel material deforms along the 

tangential force during the rolling-sliding contact. The rolling contact fatigue (RCF) crack 

generates and propagates in a small angle mainly along the material plastic deformation direction 

(Fig. 8c). Meanwhile, the branch cracks are also generated.  

   

     (a)                            (b)                        (c) 

Fig. 8. Damage morphologies of a wheel without polygon (C-class wheel vs. U71Mn rail): (a) OM of 

surface; (b) SEM of surface; (c) SEM subsurface image of RCF cracks. 



 

Figs. 9 and 10 show the damage morphologies of the crest and trough of the polygonal 

wheel (i.e., ER8C wheel vs. PG5 rail), respectively. It is clear that the crest surface is dominated 

by ploughing and oxide layers. The ploughing direction is nearly parallel to the rolling-sliding 

direction. From the cross section, the RCF crack characteristic is similar to that of the wheel 

without polygon (Fig. 8c). The crack propagates along the material plastic flow direction. 

Besides, under the repeated contact action, the interlayer in the space of the crack is broken and 

the material above the crack is fractured. Thus, abrasive wear, oxidative wear and fatigue wear 

are predominant at the crest. It is clear from Fig. 10 that the damage morphology at the trough is 

different compared to that at the crest. On the surface, only a few oxide spots exist. On the cross 

section, RCF cracks are short and tend to branch. Furthermore, subsurface cracks are formed, 

which could connect with adjacent cracks to form the spalling. Thus, the damage form at the 

trough is dominated by fatigue wear. 

   

    (a)                            (b)                       (c) 

Fig. 9. Damage morphologies of the crest of a polygonal wheel (ER8C wheel vs. PG5 rail): (a) OM of 

surface; (b) SEM of surface; (c) SEM subsurface image of RCF cracks. 

Statistical results of crack lengths, depths and angles of wheel rollers under various hardness 

ratios are given in Fig. 11. Each point in the figure represent one crack. The average crack length, 

depth and angle of the wheel without polygon (C-class wheel vs. U71Mn rail) are in the ranges 

of 13.9~48.7 μm, 3.5~10.4 μm and 9.3°~19.6°, respectively. For polygonal wheels, the crack 

length and depth at the crest are slightly larger than those at the trough. The difference is more 



 

obvious on the wheels when rolling against the hard rail (PG5 rail) during which the polygon 

wear of wheel is more severe. In terms of the crack angle, there is no obvious difference between 

the crest and the trough for wheels rolling against the soft rail (U71Mn rail) and for C-class 

wheel against the PG5 rail. For the B-class and ER8C wheels against PG5 rail, the RCF crack 

angle is larger on the crest than on the trough. 

   

   (a)                            (b)                       (c) 

Fig. 10. Damage morphologies of the trough of a polygonal wheel (ER8C wheel vs. PG5 rail): (a) OM of 

surface; (b) SEM of surface; (c) SEM subsurface image of RCF cracks. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 11. Crack length, depth and angle of wheels when rolling against (a) U71Mn rail and (b) PG5 rail. 



 

4. Discussion 

It is novel to explore the initiation and evolution mechanism of wheel polygon from the 

aspect of the material properties. A hypothesis on the initiation mechanism of wheel polygon can 

be proposed, as shown in Fig. 12. During the rolling-sliding contacts, the wheel surface is 

subjected to compressive and tangential stresses, which deforms the microstructure of wheel 

material (pearlite) severely. With the increase in the number of cycles, due to the mechanical 

vibration of the test apparatus, which can be regarded as the vibration of the vehicle-track system 

in the field, local areas of wheel surface suffer from additional impact compressive stresses. 

Therefore, the plastic deformation and surface hardness of the impacted area increase gradually 

due to the repeated external compressive stress. As a result, the wheel surface material begins to 

form uneven hardening [28]. Wheel circumferential uneven hardness will lead to uneven wear 

and the formation of the initial out-of-round wheel [29]. This provides the condition for the 

vertical self-excited vibration of wheel-rail system, resulting in the initiation of wheel polygons 

[30-32]. When the polygon excitation frequency is coupled with the natural frequency of the 

wheel-rail system, resonance would be generated and the formation of wheel polygon is 

intensified [33].  

 

Fig. 12. Hypothesis on the wheel polygon formation mechanism. 

It is found from Fig. 13 that the formation of wheel polygon is closely related to the HW/HR. 



 

As a whole (considering three types of wheels and two types of rails), with anincrease in the 

HW/HR, the polygon was formed more easily, i.e., the polygon initiation life increased (Fig. 13a) 

and the amplitude of the polygon decreased (Fig. 13b). This is because the polygon wear is a 

type of wear forms. Material with stronger ability to resist wear needed more cycles for the above 

initial out-of-round conditions to occur, and would generate a harder wheel polygon. With the 

increase in HW/HR, the wear loss of the wheel roller was decreased (Fig. 13c), which means that 

the wear resistance became higher [34]. Therefore, when matching with the U71Mn rail (softer 

rail), there was no polygon on the C-class wheel under the largest HW/HR of 1.263. While, the 

other wheels (B-class and ER8C) generated polygon wear because of the decreased HW/HR.  

When rolling against the PG5 rail (harder rail), the ER8C wheel which had the smallest 

HW/HR (0.649) generated the polygon later than the B-class wheel (HW/HR: 0.792). This is 

because the chemical compositions of wheel materials also affected its wear performance. 

Besides, increasing the content of Si and Mn in wheel material can improve its wear resistance 

[35]. Thus, the wear resistance of ER8C wheel (with larger Si and Mn contents, Table 1) might 

be stronger than the B-class wheel (Fig. 13c). Among all the studied wheel-rail matches, the 

hardest wheel (C-class wheel) rolling-sliding against the softer rail (U71Mn rail) presented the 

best anti-polygon combination.  
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Fig. 13. (a) Polygon initiation life, (b) average polygon amplitude after test and (c) wear loss as a function of 

wheel-rail hardness ratio. 

5. Conclusions 

(1) Both the hardness of wheel and rail influenced the formation of wheel polygon wear. 

With an increase in the wheel hardness, it was more difficult for polygons to form. And the 

polygon wear initiation life increased while the polygon amplitude decreased. With an increase 

in the rail hardness, the wheel polygon wear was formed more easily with smaller initiation lives 

and larger polygon amplitudes. The best anti-polygon wear resistance occurred on the wheel 

under the largest HW/HR condition.  

(2) For the wheel without polygon, the wear mechanism is dominated by oxide wear and 

fatigue wear. The hardness and plastic deformation of the microstructure was distributed evenly 

in the circumferential direction. The material hardening increased when approaching the surface 

in the cross section. RCF cracks mainly propagated along the plastic deformation direction. 

(3) For the polygonal wheel, the wear mechanism was dominated by abrasive wear, fatigue 

wear and oxidative wear at the crest, and by fatigue wear at the trough. RCF cracks at the crest 

were longer and deeper than those at the trough. The thickness of plastic deformation layer and 

the hardness were periodically distributed in the circumferential direction. Comparing with the 

crest, the trough region presented a thinner plastic deformation layer, higher hardness and smaller 
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RCF cracks.  

(4) The formation of wheel polygons was related to the ability to resist wear of wheel 

material under various HW/HRs. Uneven surface hardening would occur under the external 

compressive stress, leading to the uneven wear, which provided the condition for the vertical 

self-excited vibration of wheel-rail interface, resulting in the initiation of wheel polygon. When 

the polygon excitation frequency was coupled with the natural frequency of wheel-rail interface, 

the polygon was developed.  
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